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Parts Management
Class
August 2nd 2016
Marriott Cornhusker Hotel - Lincoln

THE BUSINESS OF MANAGING
PARTS FOR COLLISION REPAIR

Southeast Community College’s 75th
Anniversary Open House was a huge
success. Held May 6th & 7th at the Milford Campus,
there was plenty to see and do. From school tours
to a car and tractor show, to a Blackhawk
helicopter on display and much more. Thank you
to everyone who attended!

3M™ Cavity Wax Plus
Non-hardening corrosion
protection for internal cavities in
a convenient aerosol can.
•

Self-healing, corrosion protection
for inner body panels, frame rails and
structural enclosures.

Collision parts sales represent 40% or more of a typical
collision center’s sales volume and are critical to
achieving delivery and cycle time goals. Given this
contribution to the repair process and profitability, parts
must be managed with structure, organization, and
critical timing included in solid business processes. This
seminar will focus on the key processes of ordering,
receiving, storage, delivery, and returns for collision
center parts. Additionally, this course identifies the key
business management practices as well as lean
principles for value stream management, work
standardization, and ongoing improvement. 5S
Workplace Organization for collision parts will be
covered to introduce best practices and improvement
techniques to ensure good handling of parts inventory.

TOPICS COVERED


• When used according to directions
3M™ Cavity Wax Plus delivers the
right amount of flow and wicking,
providing consistent and uniform
protection for your repair.



• Eliminates the need for using
antiquated and messy bulk spray technology to
apply corrosion protection to a vehicle.



• Provides access to inner body structures with tight
tolerances
Use with 08851 Applicator wand kit.





Participants will gain an understanding of the
financial impact as well as the key measures &
metrics for measuring parts management.
Participants will understand the parts impact on the
overall value stream and the time effect of failure
loops
Participants will review the parts relationship in
Repair Planning
Participants will learn the parts vendor selection
processes, evaluation tools, and negotiation
Participants will be introduced to critical parts
ordering, receiving, storage and returns processes

